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ABSTRACT

� e digitalization of civil projects is accelerating. � e amount of data is increasing,
requirements from clients are more precise; and time is always of the essence. To analyse and
compare di� erent production methods, innovative designs and sustainability are essential keys. A
promising approach is to combine automated design methods and tools supported by arti� cial
intelligence (AI). � e purpose of this study was to identify and describe knowledge gaps in this � eld,
i.e., what method development is necessary and what can be done with the support of AI. A series of
interviews were performed with experienced personnel from the construction business. � e focus
was to establish where best practice lies today, regarding evaluation of alternatives and � nding
opportunities in today’s tender process and early phases of a project. Furthermore, a literature review
was performed to determine the possibilities with analysis with AI from a wide set of requirements,
together with changing input variables. � e focus was to establish what possible opportunities that
comes with comparison analysis with AI and point out new demands that might arise from this
process. Furthermore, the state-of-the-art of today’s design methods and contractors working
procedure was described, with a focus on how contractors are working in order to � nd opportunities
in civil projects today. It can be concluded that requirements documents and information management
need to improve. Furthermore, several methods for multi-objective constrained optimization exists
today. If this is combined with a set-based parametric design approach, contractors could increase
their ability in � nding opportunities.
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